
Meeting the needs of the 
manufacturing industry

From planning to assembly to delivery, manufacturing is 
a complex industry with many moving parts. Even small 
manufacturers must expertly manage inventory, fulfillment, 
and customer expectations in order to be successful and 
profitable. With Sage 50 Quantum Accounting, you get all 
the core accounting features you need, plus powerful and 
flexible tools especially for manufacturing businesses. These 
tools include robust inventory management, improved 
control and tracking of assembly jobs, and industry-specific 
reports—all designed to save time, increase accuracy, and 
help you be more profitable from start to finish.

An easy-to-use, everyday 
accounting solution
Sage 50 is accurate, easy-to-use accounting software that 
provides the insights and control every business needs. 
Its core features help you skillfully manage day-to-day 
accounting with easy invoicing, convenient check writing, 

and more than 125 customizable reports. The software 
also is packed with advanced capabilities that let you 
create multiple budgets for departments and cost centers, 
consolidate multiple companies for financial reporting, and 
maintain in-depth audit trails. Plus, our powerful dashboards 
and management centers make it easy to boost efficiency 
and gain visibility into your numbers to improve results.

A comprehensive tool  
for managing your  
manufacturing business
In today’s competitive market, profit margins are getting 
tighter. Accurate inventory management and fulfilling  
customer orders in a timely manner are critical to 
controlling costs and determining job profitability. Sage 
50 Quantum Accounting lets you track cost and revenue 
information down to the finest detail and better monitor 
manufacturing processes all while providing the solid 
reporting you require. 

Improve your assembly processes
When it’s time to assemble various components into 
sellable, finished goods, Sage 50 Quantum Accounting 
helps you stay on top of your assembly process with built-in 
features and reports.

•  Get at-a-glance, customizable detailed information about 
a specific assembly item including status, Bill of Materials, 
and back orders.

•  Enhance your Bill of Materials management by tracking all 
items that make up an assembly together. When items are 
substituted, the BOM change is virtually automatic.

My Dashboard—This individually customizable birds-eye view 
with easy access to real-time tasks and information empowers 
your teams to manage their own work more efficiently.



•  Add up to 300 items per subassembly and even add or 
remove components from assembly items after they’ve 
been sold.

•  Create and track work tickets to improve monitoring of 
assemblies in progress through completion.

•  Generate industry-specific reports, such as Assembly 
Planning, Production Schedule, and Component Pick List.

Easily and accurately  
manage inventory
From parts for manufacturing to finished pieces for 
delivery inventory is at the heart of your business. Sage 50 
works the way you do, with robust inventory tracking and 
management.

•  Assign serial numbers to individual inventory items and 
maintain detailed records for costing and warranty  
tracking and recalls.

•  Set up automatic purchase orders to replenish inventory 
when it reaches a certain level.

•  Easily adjust pricing with Inventory Management and 
Trend Analysis.

•  Create custom units and measures for bulk sales and 
purchases by defining the most common shipping 
quantities that match your business, whether it’s by  
the pallet, the case, or the piece.

Gain control with integrated 
fulfillment tools 
Better manage every step of your fulfillment with tools that 
let you stay in control of payment terms, quantity discounts, 
and shipping alternatives.

•  Offer quantity price breaks to customers and ensure 
that volume discounts are applied fairly and consistently.
Specify up to 50 prices per item.

•  Order and sell using vendor part numbers or your own.

•  Generate Item Sales by Customer and Purchase Order 
Number reports.

Better manage customers  
and vendors 
Quickly view everything you need to know about a particular 
customer or vendor. Gain insight to provide higher levels of 
customer service and create strategic vendor relationships.

•  See an entire chain of events at any point in the sales or 
purchase process with Transaction History.

•  Track all change order information in one place including 
approvals and updated revenues and expenses.

•  Create a customizable dashboard view of your customers’ 
information, such as converted and unconverted quotes, 
invoices, receipts, time tickets, aged balances, items and 
services sold, and much more.

We support your business  
like no one else 
Your Sage 50 purchase comes fully supported with help 
and advice by phone, chat, or online; automatically delivered 
updates for the life of your subscription; powerful and 
insightful Excel-based Intelligence Reporting; and access  
to payroll and payment solutions—all included with  
your purchase.1

Talk to a representative to find out if Sage 50 Quantum 
Accounting is right for you! Call 888-579-2010.Inventory and Services Management Center—Instantly see 

everything about a single inventory item and how it is moving 
through the manufacturing process. Understand quantities, 
usage, and complex assemblies relationships.

1 Valid credit card and internet access required to activate and maintain support and services. Activation of your Sage Business Care plan must occur within 30 days of your product 
registration to have access to benefits for the entire term of your plan. To ensure continuous service, your Sage Business Care plan is an automatically renewing plan. The traditional 
plan is an annual plan with a perpetual license to the software; therefore, you own the license. The subscription plan is either an annual or monthly subscription, both with a lease to the 
software license; therefore, you can only use the license while you are on the plan. You may terminate any of the plans with at least ten days’ notice prior to your renewal date and not be 
charged for the renewal; however, if you terminate your subscription plan or if your subscription payment is not received, you will have read-only access to your data, and full program 
functionality will not be restored until you have brought your account current. The subscription plan requires that you be on the most current version of the software to continue your 
subscription.  
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